
Marlesford Parish Council

Chairman: Lord Marlesford DL

Parish Clerk: Melanie Thurston
E mail : marlesfordpc@gmail.com

11tr June 2021Ms Wendy McKay,

Lead Member, Panel of Examining lnspectors
Sizewell C DCO Examination
SizewellC@planninginspectorate.gov. uk

Dear Ms McKay,

Ref: Sizewell C Accompanied Site Visits - Thursday 10th June 2021

Thank you to you and your fellow lnspectors for the time that you have put in this week visiting the various
parts of the proposed Sizewell C (SZC) development and areas that will be affected by it.

On behalf of Stephen Bayfield (Chair, Little Glemham Parish Council) and myself as the representative of
Marlesford Parish Council, I would like to draw to your attention a concern that we have regarding the time
that was allocated to the various aspects of yesterday afternoon's ASls. We feel that there was an imbalance

in the time spent in the areas affected by the alignment of the Two Village Bypass around Farnham and

Stratford St Andrew compared to the areas of Little Glemham and Marlesford which will be impacted by the
cumulative increase in HGV and bus movements associated with Sizewell C and the Scottish Power

development at Friston. We would not want the lnspectors to go away with the impression that the impacts

on Little Glemham and Marlesford are of a lower order than those that will affect our neighbours in
Farnham and Stratford St Andrew.

Our issue is in no way a criticism of the way our neighbours drew the lnspectors' attention to their issues,

and we are highly supportive of their arguments, but from our perspective, two 2 minute stops in Little

Glemham and Marlesford was insufficient to give your team a proper picture of the issues faced by our
villages. The fact that we remained on the coach was not helpful either and the Applicant's representative

waving a hand towards the A12 hardly did the situation justice. By staying on the coach, lnspectors would

have been unaware of the true nature of the current level of traffic on the A12 and neither could they

appreciate the fear and intimidation currently experienced by our residents trying to cross the road, let

alone what the experience will be like when an additional 1,000 HGV and bus movements per day start

travelling through the villages. I quote below from our response to the Applicant's proposals for ASls:

We hope thot the ExA do more thon simply "note" Little Glemhom and Marlesford os they drive through on

the A12. We would suggest ta the ExA that they toke the time to stop in the two villoges and properly

observe the current levels of troffic (os they will already hove done in Strotford St Andrew - which is more

likely to be bypossed). We porticularly drow the ExA's ottention to the difficulties for pedestrion's crossing the
A12 in both villoges and for vehicles turning right from unimproved junctions, privote dwellings and

businesses. The ExA should note the current lock of adequate footpoths on some ports of the A12's route
through the two villoges and the absence of sofe crossing places. The ExA should note the generally



unimproved noture of the A72 as it posses through the two villoges ond we hope this underlines to them the
urgent need to deliver a FVB, the need for which wcs first identified in the late L980s ond wos opproved in

1995 before funding wos withdrown in 1996 due to government spending cuts.

You will see that we did ask for the lnspectors to stop in the two villages and properlv observe the situation.
We don't feelthis was achieved.

ln the absence of a commitment to a Four Village Bypass (which we stili regard as a major missed strategic
opportunity) we have been working with the Applicant and Suffolk County Council in an effort to mitigate
the worst impacts of the increase in traffic. These discussions have been conducted in the right spirit and we

have had good support from Suffolk County Council Highways, but whatever mitigation is finally
implemented will only be a sticking plaster over the ongoing issue of heavy traffic through Little Glemham

and Marlesford.

Our key concerns remain:

o The safety of our residents when crossing the A72 in both villages
o The safety of pedestrians and cyclists using narrow footpaths through the villages
r The noise, air quality and vibration that will affect the significant number of dwellings immediately

adjacent to the road in both villages
r The difficulties for right turning traffic from minor roads when joining the A12

o The access to and egress from businesses fronting the A12

We want to redress what we feel may have been seen as an understatement of the impacts of the SZC

development on our two villages and we would ask you, as the Lead lnspector, to return to Marlesford and
Little Glemham for a further short Accompanied Site lnspection during which Mr Bayfield and I will be happy

to answer your questions on the issues we will face as a result of the SZC development.

Yours Sincerely

Cc Lord Marlesford - Marlesford Parish Council

Melanie Thurston - Parish Clerk MPC

Stephen Bayfield - Little Glemham Parish Council

Richard Ayres - Mollett's Farm

Sarah Morgan - FERN




